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Coupled jet-fluid model

Hydrodynamic
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Jet shower evolution via

Boltzmann transport equations
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Collisional energy loss

KT broadening

Radiation

gain

loss

Boltzmann transport equation

Ƹ𝑒 =
ො𝑞

4𝑇
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Hydrodynamic medium response

∆𝑒 = 𝑒|𝑤/𝑗𝑒𝑡 − 𝑒|𝑤/𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑡
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Coupled jet-fluid model

Hydrodynamic

medium response

Boltzmann transport equation

for jet shower evolution
+
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Input from Pythia

At same collision energy, jets with lower pT have flatter jet shape.

For jets with same pT , jet shape is flatter at larger collision energy.
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Jet energy loss: RAA

𝑅𝐴𝐴 =
1

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙

𝑑2𝑁𝐴𝐴/𝑑η𝑑𝑝𝑇
𝑑2𝑁𝑝𝑝/𝑑η𝑑𝑝𝑇

Using jet RAA to fix the value of ො𝑞0 at 2.76 TeV and 5.02 TeV.



Jet energy loss: γ-jet asymmetry

Our theoretical results have same feature as the experimental data. 

Medium response shifts the XJγ distribution to large XJγ mildly. 



Jet energy loss: cone size dependence

Medium response feeds back more energy as cone size 

increasing, which is important to the cone size dependence 

of jet RAA. 



Jet shape modification: inclusive jets
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Jet shape is modified little at small r, suppressed at middle 
r and enhanced at large r. 
The ratio is a non-monotonic function of r.



Jet shape modification: γ-jets
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Jet shape at small r is suppressed,
the ratio increases monotonically as r.



Jet shape modification: sensitive to jet flavor ?
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Jet shape modification is not very sensitive to jet flavor,
but sensitive to jet energy.
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Analysis : Energy loss due to different mechanisms

Collisional energy loss contributes most,

medium induced radiation contributes least.
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Analysis: Effects of different mechanisms on Jet shape

For lower energy jet, its inner core is easier to be modified.

Rad. and Broad. transport energy from center to periphery,

Coll.  leads inner core losing less fraction of energy than outer part.
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Predication: 𝑃𝑇
𝐽𝑒𝑡, 𝑠 and flavor dependence



Summary
 Coupled jet-fluid model are constructed to study the evolution of 

the partonic jet shower in the QGP medium, can describe the 
nuclear modification of  the full jet energy and jet structure at 
both 2.76A TeV and 5.02A TeV.

 Medium response feeds back some energy, and is important to 
jet shape at large r and cone size dependence of jet RAA.

 Collisional energy loss contributes most to full jet energy loss, 
and is necessary to explain the non-monotonic modification of jet 
shape function for jets with higher energy.

Modification of jet shape is sensitive to jet energy and collision 
energy, and insensitive to jet flavor. More measurements can 
verify our theory.
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Thanks for your attention!


